
Transcript of May 26, 2010 House Judiciary Committee Interview of Former Assistant
Attorney General Jay Bybee

The remainder of this document consists of the transcript of the May 26, 2010 House
Judiciary Committee interview of Former Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal
Counsel Jay Bybee, along with a July 1, 2010 letter from Bybee’s counsel providing additional
information about his testimony concerning John Yoo and enclosing a proposed errata sheet.
Under Rule III(e) of the Judiciary Committee rules, transcripts of Committee proceedings are
“published in verbatim form,” with additional proposed changes to a transcript “other than errors
in the transcription” to be appended to the record. Accordingly, each proposed change beyond
transcription errors is denoted in the transcript as a “Bybee proposed change”, and both the
original version and the proposed change can be reviewed by the reader. In addition, at the
request of the Department of Justice, the name of an Office of Legal Counsel attorney who
worked on the interrogation memoranda has been redacted. The documents utilized as exhibits at
the Bybee interview are separately available on the Committee Web site. 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Errata Sheet 
 
p. 15, line 15: Change third <you> to <Yoo> 

p. 17, line 12: Change <would be that interjected with the project> to <would 
have been interjected into the project> 

p. 19, line 12: Add <outside the Department of Justice> after < I don’t recall 
having any specific conversations> 

p. 31, line 25: Change <OLC> to <OPR>  

p. 37, line 18: Change <know> to <recall>   

p. 43, line 19-20: Change <straight> to <simple>   

p. 56, line 24: Add <have to> after <not>   

p. 59, lines 2-3: Change <advise> to <advice> 

Change <to matter to that White House> to <to those matters to 
the White House>   

p. 63, lines 22-23: Change <what that --> to <.>    

p. 83, lines 20-21: Change <detainees, such as Abu Zubaydah, were going to be> to 
<detainee, Abu Zubaydah, could be>    

p. 92, lines 10-11: change <I don’t recognize in this that those are either of those .> 
to <I don’t recognize in this that those two techniques are either 
of those things you have referred to in the ICRC report.> 

p. 92, line 13: change <one of those two things> to <either an insult slap or 
walling> 

p. 96, lines 12, 15: Add <“> before <You have orally> and add <”> after <resulted.>  

p. 97, lines 12, 17: Add <“> before <You have also> and change <hours.> to < 
hours”-->  

p. 98, lines 10-15: Add <“> before <You have indicated> and add <”> after 
<occurred.>   

p. 98, lines 18-19: Add <“> before <In fact> 

Add <after one night’s sleep> after <normal> 

Add <”> after <.>    

p. 99, line 22-23: change <suffer> to <constitute> 

change <must be prolonged> to <must cause prolonged mental 
harm> 

p. 100, line 19: Change “prolonged mental pain” to “prolonged mental harm”  
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p. 101, line 1: Change <it must be prolonged> to <there must be prolonged 
harm>  

p. 102, lines 9: Change <have done> to <know>  

p. 104, lines 8-9: Change <on the last page> to <on both the first and the last page> 

p. 105, lines 14-15: Change answer to <That’s right.  If the assumptions that we were 
given changed, they were not authorized specifically.> 

p. 107, lines 7-8: Change <that the techniques,> to <of the techniques memo,> 

p. 108, line 9: Add <five times> after <waterboarded>  

p. 108, lines 15-17: Change <question was that we were described the SERE 
program> to <question.  The SERE program was described to us> 

p. 110, line 18: Change <reflection> to <reflex> 

p. 110, line 25: Change <mental response found> to <mental response is found> 

p. 114, lines 4-5: Add <“> before <the waterboard>  

p. 115, line 25: Change <my> to <any>  

p. 124, line 12: Add <officials> after <Justice Department> 

p. 125, lines 19-20: Change <the OPR report says because the drafts were apparently 
taken to him by Mr. Yoo, my deputy?> to <the OPR report says.  
It says that the drafts were taken to him by Mr. Yoo, my deputy.> 

p. 125, line 21: Delete <A That is right.> 

p. 127, lines 20-21: Delete <.  They were not>  

p. 140, line 4: Change <?> to <.> 

p. 145, line 3: Change <offing> to <offering> 

p. 145, line 5: Add <express> between <him> and <regret> 

p. 147, lines 3-4: Add <in order to alleviate public misunderstanding” after <been> 

p. 147, lines 12-13: Add < As to whether> before <I> and change <.> to <?> 

p. 149, line 11: Change <some deadline> to <a deadline> 

p. 151, line 16: Change <them that> to <them -- that> 

p. 152, line 1: Add <firsthand> in between <any> and <factual>  

p. 153, lines 22-23: Change <from John Rizzo to Steven Bradbury> to <from Steven 
Bradbury to John Rizzo>  

p. 156, line 24: Change <answers> to <questions> 
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p. 159, line 2: Change <be> to <require> 

p. 161, line 13-15: Delete everything after <our OLC opinions,> and add <but this 
was a question that would come up less often in a justiciable 
context.> 

p. 163, lines 14-16: Delete last two sentences, ending answer with <interpreting the 
Constitution.> 

p. 164, lines 16-18: Change <the characterization that Mr. Margolis is holding> to 
<your characterization of Mr. Margolis’s holding>  

p. 167, lines 1-2: Change <consider> to <address> 

Add <in the memo> after <competing views>    

p. 172, lines 12-13: Change <I don’t know the> to <historical>  

Add <guy> after <concepts>  

p. 174, lines 21-25: Change <Overstating the uncertainty of its conclusions, there is 
one other area in which, I think> to <There is one other area in 
which, as noted>  

p. 177, line 12: Add <often> before <non-justiciable> 

p. 182, line 21: Change <by a concurring opinion that was taken by> to <in a 
concurring opinion that favored the approach taken by> 

p. 186, line 5: Change <great deal of respect.> to <great deal of respect for 
them.> 

p. 186, line 7: Change <I’ve ever meet> to <we’ve ever met>  

p. 189, line 16: Change <Presidential> to <precedential>  

p. 192, line 3: Change <I’m not> to <OLC is not>  

Change <I cannot -- I cannot> to <OLC cannot>  

p. 199, lines 18-19: Change <You are asking, then, now, about the techniques memo, 
about those things once we applied it> to <Are you asking about 
the techniques memo, about how we applied it> 

p. 200, line 4: Add after <on that one.>:  <That is, they reauthorized essentially 
the same techniques.> 

p. 203, line 12-13:
  

Change <he made the point that simply different lawyers can 
agree on different things but that the Third Circuit> to <he made 
the point that, frequently, different lawyers will disagree with 
each other over different matters.  Here, the Third Circuit> 

p. 205, line 4: Change <in> to <on>  
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p. 210, line 21: Change <looking up> to <reading> 

p. 212, line 24: Change <the torture statute> to <the application of the torture 
statute> 

p. 214, line 19: Change <Any > to <ANY> 

p. 216, lines 24-25, 
to  
p. 217, line 1: 

Change <.  And> to <and>  

Change <-- might have some effort to regulate, of course.> to 
<can regulate prisoners as captures.>  

p. 218, lines 1-2: Change <for a fact> to <from firsthand knowledge> 

p. 218, line 13: Change <He> to <Mr. Goldsmith>  

p. 219, lines 13-14: Add <…> before <Unnecessary>   

p. 223, line 20: Add <attorney> after <anonymous> 

p. 230, lines 21-22: Change <in which I believe> to <demonstrating>  

p. 234, lines 21-23: Change <My principal disagreements with John, they are I don’t 
think> to <I do not think my principal disagreements with John> 

p. 237, line 13: Add <about> after <worried> 

p. 241, line 5: Change <for> to <or> 

p. 242, line 25:  Add <from firsthand knowledge> after <I can’t speak to that> 

p. 243, lines 19: Add <of> before <severe pain> 

p. 244, lines 2-4:
  

Delete <It is the previous section that some sections were 
incorrect or inadequately supported.> 

p. 244, line 12: Change <?> to <.>  

p. 244, line 16: Change <?> to <.> 

p. 244, line 23: Add <what Attorney General Mukasey and Mr. Filip were 
thinking> after <for me to know>  

p. 244, line 25: add <they would accept or disagree with> after <what of that>  

p. 246, lines 15-16: Change <we offered example, we didn’t confine ourselves to> to 
<we offered examples, and we didn’t limit torture to> 

p. 248, line 8 

 9-11: 

Change <In fact, when the Office of Legal Counsel reviewed 
these and considered those matters, it did not affect their analysis 
and they agreed with us.> to <Mr. Margolis agreed.  Also, the 
Office of Legal Counsel later agreed with us and reapproved 
waterboarding without considering those cases.> 
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p. 248, line 12: Add <by anyone in the prior administration> after <withdrawn> 

p. 248, line 25: 

 

Change <The 1983 section,> to <In that case, involving 18 U.S.C. 
sections 241 and 242,> 

p. 250, line 14: Change “1983 case” to “case under 18 U.S.C. sections 241 and 
242”   

p. 250, line 16: Add <but> before <they> and change second <,> to <.> 

p. 250, line 21: Add <,> after <case> 

p. 252, line 19: Change <indicate> to <indication>  

p. 252, line 25: Add <at the notion> after <puzzled>  

p. 253, line 6: Change <waterboard> to <water  board> 

p. 257, line 12: Change <234A> to <2340> 

p. 257, lines 22-23: Move quotation marks from line 23 to end of line 22. 

p. 258, line 8: Add to the end of the sentence: <, as the Supreme Court later 
confirmed in the Dixon case in 2006>   

p. 258, line 16: Change “renewable energy” to “re:” 

p. 260, lines 9-12: Add <“> before <We will>  

Change <?> to <.”>   

p. 260, line 21: Change <of> to <from> 

p. 262, line 15: Change <you> to <Yoo>  

p. 264, line 1: Change <?> to <.>   

p. 265, line 13: Change <you> to <Yoo> 

p. 270, line 1: Change <out or I> to <out.  Or, I> 

p. 270, line 9: Add to end of paragraph: <I do not recall considering that 
approach at the time.  I thought the memo was correct and should 
be issued in time to meet the client’s deadline.>   

p. 271, line 7: Delete <It didn’t occur to me until earlier today.> 

p. 272, line 12: Change <evidence> to <recollection> 

p. 280, line 21: Delete <.> after <Congress> and add at the end of the sentence 
<, particularly in traditionally non-justiciable areas, where there 
was little judicial precedent to inform our analysis.>  
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